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Description Stock #320849 - Lightweight Jay Flight 174 Bunkhouse. Lots of features packed
into an easily towable camper. Includes the optional 13,500 BTU Roof
A/C!Looking for a beginner camper for the family? Look no further! This lightly
used Jay Flight SLX 174BH Travel Trailer is loaded with upgrades - the 13,500
BTU + Heat Strip Roof mounted AC unit, Full RV Cover - as shown in photos,
Weight Distribution Hitch System, Exterior fiberglass walls, Exterior Storage Rack
and a rubber storage enclosure for items stored on the rack plus spare tire!The
18-foot patio awning (electric) provides additional living space when at the
campsite at the touch of a button! The unit has ample storage space inside and
out. The family friendly floorplan offers 4 different sleeping areas: the master Bed,
Bunk Beds (2), and the Dinette - that quickly converts into a twin bed.The Galley is
fully equipped with refrigerator with interior freezer, a kitchen sink, microwave,
range hood, and gas stovetop with two burners. There is a large pantry closet just
to the right of the stove area. The master bed is a pedestal queen bed with
storage space below and cabinet space above the bed. The dinette quickly
converts into a twin bed and has cabinet space above it as well as the stereo. The
bathroom (head) is at the end of the living space - and features a shower/tub with
skylight overhead, and a toilet.There is a stereo system with zones that provide
the ability to control sound inside and outside to the exterior speakers. Outside,
the patio awning extends the fun when at the campsite - it has an LED light strip
that provides great lighting for evening activities at the campsite.There is a
storage space to the front of the RV that is a full width storage compartment. The
Tongue Jack (manual) and the weight distribution system that is already installed
and comes with the matching hitch. The 20-pound propane tank provides gas for
water heater and the furnace. The house battery is behind the propane tank in a
battery box.All of the RV systems are clearly marked and easily accessible. At the
rear of the unit is a fold up storage shelf that drops down by pulling a cotter pin
clip and the pin that allows you to lower the storage rack. There is a photo of the
rubber storage enclosure for items stored on the shelf in transit to keep them dry
and protected. Don't hesitate to contact me with any questions or to schedule an
appointment to see it in person - you won't be disappointed!We are looking for
people all over the country who share our love for boats/RVs. If you have a
passion for our product and like the idea of working from home, please visit
Careeers [dot] PopSells [dot] com to learn more.Please submit any and ALL offers
- your offer may be accepted! Submit your offer today!Reason for selling is no
longer using.You have questions? We have answers. Call us at (941) 200-1030 to
discuss this RV.Selling your RV has never been easier. At Pop RVs, we literally sell
thousands of units every year all over the country. Call (855) 273-7188 and we'll
get started selling your RV today.

Basic information Year: 2021
Stock Number: 320849
VIN Number: rvusa-320849
Condition: Pre-Owned
Length: 17

Item address 30066, Marietta, Georgia, United States
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